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TwinSAFE: A new generation of safety controllers

Modularity and scalability on all levels
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With the new generation of safety controllers,
machine design can be even more modular and flexible.

With the introduction of a new generation of safety controllers, Beckhoff enters into a new era in safety technology while adhering
to its concept of modularity within the TwinSAFE system. New features include expanded functions for highly granular, flexible
modularity and scalability on the safety project level, which makes it possible to optimally adapt each solution to the respective
safety requirements. In addition, all new I/O modules can now directly execute customer-specific safety projects, including communication with multiple participants. That way, the control of the entire safety application can be distributed across multiple devices.
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The demands on modularity, scalability, openness and adaptability are
steadily increasing in all areas of automation technology, including safety
technology. Accordingly, customers require individualized solutions for
all types of applications ranging from small custom machines to complex
large-scale systems. Addressing precisely these aspects, Beckhoff offers the
EL6910 TwinSAFE Logic Terminal and its derivatives, and lays the foundation
for the next generation of safety control technology.
With these new safety control devices, the TwinSAFE system can be adapted
even more effectively to the specific requirements of a machine concept
– from low-cost, stand-alone solutions with local inputs and outputs to
centralized safety control with distributed I/O modules through to highly
complex networks with distributed safety applications. And since the versatile
spectrum of components covers a wide range of form factors, protection and
connection technologies, all kinds of specific adaptations are possible.
In addition to increasing the performance in safety control, Beckhoff has
added analog values to its selection of processable data types. As a result,
the familiar pre-certified function blocks for processing Boolean signals have
been expanded with function blocks for analog values. The spectrum ranges
from basic arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication, etc.) to complex
function blocks for the safe monitoring of presses. The choice of development
environment is up to the user, because the safety applications can be created
in the TwinCAT 3 software environment via drag-and-drop with a graphical
editor or with the Codesys safety editor.
Partial download
One of the most important innovations for safety projects is the introduction
of partial downloads, which means that projects now consist of four elements:
–

logic

–

parameters

–

mapping

–

info data

Each of these can be downloaded separately to the safety controller. Apart
from the familiar checksum for the total safety project, each of these elements
has its own checksum that in turn is part of the safety project’s release documentation. This has a huge impact on the validation and verification process
when changes are made to a project. With the individual checksums, you can
TwinSAFE enables seamless integration of highly flexible safety solutions

now directly document which parts of a safety project have been changed.

into standard control technology.

For unchanged components, only a limited validation and verification process
needs to be executed.
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With TwinSAFE, a matching safety solution is available for all applications and in all form factors.

In addition, the user rights administration has been adapted to the granularity

project needs to be developed, validated and verified in accordance with

of the safety project so that, for example, a single user can be granted access

applicable standards.

to the configuration of info data only. Such a user would not be able to change
any other element of the safety project. This makes the safety project flexibly

Switching between the various operating modes is possible during runtime.

usable while protecting it against unwanted and unauthorized changes.

The Beckhoff system provides two different options for this. Users can adapt
the modules to the specific machine requirements via the TwinCAT 3 develop-

Customizing for modularity and scalability at the local

ment environment or they can use the TwinSAFE Loader tool. TwinSAFE Loader

software level

is a command line tool that enables customization of a safety project without

The customization of functionality is one of the most significant innovations in

the use of TwinCAT 3. In this way, for example, you can deactivate and activate

the new generation of safety control solutions. Projects can still be modularly

modules directly via a customer-specific HMI. On the one hand, this makes

designed, but customizing makes it possible to configure one the following

the TwinSAFE system easily adaptable to customer-specific processes. On the

operating modes for each of these modules:

other hand, it considerably simplifies common use cases like the commis-

–

temporary deactivation

sioning process. With customizing, you can temporarily deactivate individual

–

permanent deactivation

modules of a safety application for the commissioning of partial installations

–

passivation

and subsequently reactivate them without having to perform another validation and verification of the entire safety application.

With these different settings and the corresponding configuration of replacement values for the interfaces between the various modules, users can im-

Modularity and scalability through individually

plement highly sophisticated, modular and scalable architectures. The benefit

distributed safety applications

is that a single safety project can be used for an entire series of machines.

With regard to modularization capabilities, Beckhoff even goes a step beyond

For smaller versions of a machine, any modules not needed can simply be

customizing, because all new safety-oriented I/O components can also be used

deactivated. This reduces the engineering costs, because only a single safety

as safety controllers. Their communication capability is a special feature of
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Distributed Control
Classic Architecture
Compact Controllers
Stand-Alone
= Safety Logic

TwinSAFE makes it possible to implement the widest possible range
of safety architectures that meet any application requirements.

these components. Just like a dedicated controller, a customer-specific safety

option in order to implement the pre-processing of drive-specific data and the

project executed on the I/O component can communicate directly with other

signals collected from a safe encoder via an input terminal.

safety-relevant devices and pre-process this data internally, which makes
highly granular machine modularization possible. The central safety control

TwinSAFE expands safety application variety

device, if it exists, must process the accumulated data only. Needless to say,

With the introduction of the new generation of safety technology, the

the traditional centralized safety control approach with communication chan-

TwinSAFE system can now support an even broader range of safety appli-

nels to all relevant components can still be implemented.

cations and use cases with freely selectable architectures depending on the
individual system requirements.

With all these options available, the safety architecture can be adapted and
scaled to any given system requirements with maximized flexibility. Solutions

With the EK1960 TwinSAFE Compact Controller, a space-saving device

range from low-cost compact controllers (such as the EL2911) or stand-alone

integrating 20 safe inputs and 24 safe outputs (and optionally four relay

solutions (such as the EK1960) to highly complex architectures for centralized

outputs) is available in the form of an EtherCAT Coupler that can be operat-

safety control (with the EL6910) running a safety application that is distributed

ed either as a stand-alone solution or in a conventional centralized system

over multiple devices. This makes it possible, for example, to use a drive’s safety

layout. With the newly introduced EP1957 EtherCAT Box, a safety controller
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Safety Logic

Safety Logic 1

Safety Logic 2

Safety Logic n

Machine Module 1

Machine Module 2

Machine Module n

As part of a distributed safety application, all new safety-oriented
I/O components from Beckhoff can also be used for safety control.

providing stand-alone capability with eight safe inputs and four safe outputs

various expansion levels – from compact controllers to the traditional ap-

is now available for the first time as an IP67-protected device for use in the

proach for centralized safety control to a distributed safety application – as

field. By employing safe potential supply groups with non-reactive standard

well as the consistent safety engineering options. It can also be easily and

terminals, the new EL2911 EtherCAT Terminal with four safe inputs and

intuitively integrated into various systems, for example to add the capability

one safe 10 A output makes it easy to implement even the smallest safety

for safety-relevant processing of analog values to an existing architecture in

application in a cost-effective way. The dedicated control functionality can

order to meet changed requirements.

also be integrated into the fieldbus level in the form of an EtherCAT Terminal or EtherCAT plug-in module. In addition, all safety control devices

Author: Dr. Martin Früchtl, Safety Technology, Beckhoff

can communicate reliably via the Safety-over-EtherCAT (FSoE, Fail Safe over
EtherCAT) protocol.
Many factors make it possible to optimize the TwinSAFE system in accordance
with any requirements. These include the wide variety of the safety-oriented
control solutions in terms of form factors and environmental conditions, the

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/twinsafe

